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Sea water, mammalian blood , and certain artificial solutions in

which living cells are immersed are capable of continuing the life

of those cells for considerable periods of time. These so-called

"balanced solutions" may contain different ions which, separately,

have a marked deleterious effect upon the cell, but which, when

present in certain proportions, "balance" or " antagonize" each

other. The result is that organisms live normally in such solutions.

There are two ways in which the mixture of ions or molecules

in a balanced solution may overcome cytolytic factors: (i) by

"antagonizing" each other, that is, by opposing and mutually

excluding each other at the surface of the plasmatic bodies or

other units of living structure; (2) by producing in the organism

such a slate of "tolerance," that is, by producing effects on the

intracellular complexes, either alone or in conjunction with each

other, that the harmful effects of single ions or molecules are

eliminated. Or, in other words, the antagonism of ions may be

either peripheral or internal.

Until recently the majority of physiologists were inclined to the

former view, a view which was clearly stated in Traube's "sieve

theory of permeability" and in Overton's " lipoid-solubility

"

theory. Of the many objections to these two theories and to their

various modifications, none was more cogent than that based on

the fact that, even in a balanced solution, ions do slowly enter the

cell. Indeed, if such were not the case, it would be impossible for

the cell to obtain the salts necessary for its existence.

The objections to the former ideas of " antagonism
jy and

"tolerance" have largely been met by a theory of antagonism pro-

1 Paper 47, from the University of California, Graduate School of Tropical Agri-

culture and Citrus Experiment Station, Riverside, California.
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produced by rapid penetration, and that their action is on the life

processes rather than on the manner or rate of penetration. "From
this point of view we regard the slow penetration of salts in bal-

anced solutions not as the cause but as the result of antagonism,

or rather we may regard the slow penetration and the increased

length of life (or growth, etc.), by which we measure antagonism,

as the results of certain life processes which are directly acted on

by the antagonistic substances."

Osterhout found that the theory was satisfactorily supported

when the penetration of certain known mixtures of NaCl and CaCl 2

into living cells was studied. He makes, however, a seeming

exception in the case of solutions of lower concentration, stating:

"Below the saturation point 3 the relative proportions of the salts

will be of less importance than their total concentration; this is the

case at low concentrations in the region of the so-called ' nutritive

effects/"

Shive and Tottingham, on the other hand, not to mention

others, have rather definitely shown that there are certain dis-

tinctly favorable ratios in nutrient solutions of equivalent con-

centration.

In view of Osterhout's rather sweeping exclusion of nutrient

solutions of low concentration, it seemed profitable to the writer

to investigate the effect of some of Osterhout's proportions in

weak solutions, coupled with analyses of the plants to determine

the amounts of solute taken up. It is a pleasure to acknowledge

my indebtedness to Mr. J. F. Breazeale for the cultures and

analyses upon which this work is based.

The experiments to be reported were conducted on wheat seed-

lings grown on disks of perforated aluminum buoyed by glass bulbs

2 Osterhout, W. J. V., The penetration of balanced solutions and the theory of

antagonism. Science, N.S. 44-395- J 9 l6 -

, A dynamical theory of antagonism. Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. 55: 533- *9 l6 -

> The term " saturation point" as used is taken to mean the point at which the

surface of a plasmatic structure is saturated with the antagonizing salts. Beyond

this point an increase in their concentration in the solution produces no effect on their

concentration in the surface.
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in such a way that the aluminum disk floated at the surface of the

solution. Each disk was floated on about 3 liters of solution in an

agate enameled pan. The seeds were germinated in a solution of

the same composition as that designed for the experiment. None

but sprouted seeds were used. Each disk originally held about

000 seedlings, but careful selection brought the number down to

about 200.

In attempting to study the effect of a small amount of calcium,

special precautions are necessary, owing to the abundance of cal-

cium compounds in our environment. The seeds and apparatus

used must be washed in dilute HC1 and rinsed with distilled water

of undoubted purity. The cultures must be carefully protected

from dust, especially dust from plastered walls, or from cement

floors, which might carry salts of calcium, since i part per million

of calcium may produce distinct effects. It is necessary to work

in somewhat the same way as one works with cultures of bacteria.

The antagonism of calcium and sodium has been a matter of

record in connection with Osterhout's data. The case is illus-

trated by the cultures shown in fig. i, which show the toxic action

of 4000 p.p.m. NaCl and the antidoting action of CaS04 , CaO, and

Mg(HC03 ) 2 . The wheat seedlings shown in the figure were similar

at the outset and grew 7 days in the respective cultures. The

concentration of 4000 p.p.m. NaCl is about the toxic limit for

wheat seedlings under these conditions, yet 30 p.p.m. of a calcium

salt antagonized completely the toxicity. Magnesium bicarbonate

was not so successful in overcoming the bad effects of sodium

chloride.

A further illustration of the antagonistic action of calcium is

shown in table I, which gives data pertaining to wheat plants

grown in solutions of sodium chloride with and without the addition

of CaO. It will be seen that (1) measured by ash content and by

dry weight of plants the addition of 30 p.p.m. CaO was beneficial

to growth; (2) the amount of NaCl absorbed by the plants was

not decreased when CaO was added. In the case of cultures 4

and 5 of table I the ratio of NaCl to total ash is 1:1.9 where onl >'

NaCl was present in the solution and 1:2.3 where both NaCl and

CaOwere present. From this it would seem that the calcium salt
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has not benefited the plant by excluding sodium, especially in view

of the amount found in the tops, but rather has rendered it harm-

less within the plant.

A second set of cultures was made in which the ratios of sodium

to calcium were identical, with some of those employed by Oster-

hout. The pure NaCl and CaCl 2 solutions were each 0.004M.

Fig 1. —Effect of calcium and magnesium salts upon toxicity of sodium chloride

to wheat plants: culture solutions were jar 1, 4000 p.p.m. NaCl; jar 2, 4000 p.p.m.

NaCl plus 30 p.p.m. CaS04 ;
jar 3, 4000 p.p.m. XaCl plus 30 p.p.m. CaO; jar 4,

4000 p.p.m. XaCl plus 30 p.p.m. Mg(HCOj) t .

This is much less than the concentration of NaCl employed in the

4000 This

100

resentative plants were withdrawn from each culture, weighed, and

analyzed, giving the data shown in table II.
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It seems quite evident from these results that one of the ratios

of Na:Ca in which Osterhout found the greatest amount of

antagonism was the one most favorable for growth in this series.

Effect of calcium

Plants grown in

TABLE I

OX GROWTHAND ABSORPTIONOF SODIUM CHLORIDE BY

WHEATPLANTS

i. Distilled water
2. 4000 p.p.m. NaCl
3. Sameplus 30 p.p.m. CaO
4. 4000 p.p.m. NaCl
5. Sameplus 30 p.p.m. CaO
6. Distilled water

7. 4000 p.p.m. XaCl
8. Sameplus 30 p.p.m. CaO

Days

8

8

8
10

10

8

8

8

Analysis of
100 TOPS

Analysis of 100 entire plants

Ash NaCl

0.0462 trace

0.0775 0.0320
0.0921 0.0334

Green
weight

7.6
12. 2

Ash CaODry
weight

2.077
1 993
2 .352
1 . 740 o . 0940:0 .

0006

1 .820 o 1 240,0. 0030

0.0570J0.0026
0.0660 0.0009
0.0910 0.0017

XaCl

trace

00553
0.0595
o . 0485
o . 0543

Plants grown in the solution containing 98Na:2Ca attained the

dry ^er than any others in the series.

amount of ash constituents was

TABLE II

Wheat plants grown 16 days in solution cultures; 100 plants with seeds

Ratio of Na and Ca in
solution

1.

2.

3-

5-

6.

iooNa: oCa
98Na: 2Ca
85Na: isCa
°5^a: 3SCa
38Xa: 62Ca
oNa: iooCa

ATTACHED

Dry weight

2. IO

2-74
2-37
2.41
2. 27

2 33

Composition of 100 plants

.

Ash

0.1950
o. 2250
0.1730
o 1842
o 1930
o . 2040

Ca

0.006
0.0102
0.0106
0.0132
o 0204
0.0226

Na

0.017
0.022
0.019
O.OIO
O.OI2
O.O08

Ratio of Na
to ash

i:il.5
1:10.2
1: 9-r

1:115
1: 16.

1

1:255

absorbed and also the greatest amount of sodium. None of the

other solutions appeared to contain as favorable a ratio of sodium

to calcium, although the dry weight of plants in the last 4 solutions

does not vary enough to offset the experimental error. The
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Na:ash ratio in the first 4 sets of plants does not show any real

difference. In the last 2 the relative amounts of sodium are less.

The amounts of sodium and calcium actually absorbed and
retained by the plants may be of more interest to consider because

they will show what the plants in the various cultures actually

" fixed." The results shown in table III are taken from table II,

TABLE III

Amounts of Na and Ca absorbed from solutions by

wheat plants in 1 6 days

I

2

3

4
5
6

Ratios furnished

iooNa: oCa
g8Na: 2Ca
8sNa: isCa
65Na: 35Ca
38Na: 62Ca
oNa: iooCa

Amounts absorbed

Na

0.009
0.014
O.OII
0.008
0.004
0.000

Ca

0.000
0.0042
o 0046
0.0072
0.0144
0.0166

and show the amounts of sodium and calcium after deducting what

was found in plants grown in solutions containing none of the ele-

ment in question.

These results show that the greatest amount of sodium was

absorbed from the solution containing the ratio 98Na:2Ca. Less

sodium was absorbed from any other combination, even from pure

sodium chloride. At the same time they also show no such selec-

tive absorption in the case of calcium. The amounts of calcium

absorbed increase steadily as the amount in the solution increases,

reaching their maximum in pure calcium chloride. There appears

to be a "preferred ratio" of calcium for sodium, but none of sodium

for calcium, although more cultures employing smaller amounts of

sodium chloride should have been tried.

Summary

The antagonism of calcium and sodium which has been found

by other workers exists also in more dilute solutions and may be

shown by chemical analyses of the plants grown therein.
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Concentrations of sodium chloride which were strongly toxic to

wheat seedlings were antidoted by 30 parts per million of calcium

oxide.

The most successful antagonism in the concentrations employed

was found when the NarCa ratio was 98:2. At this ratio the

calcium was not found to exclude sodium from the plant, but to

render it harmless after entrance. The antagonism appears to be

internal rather than peripheral.

University of California Citrus Experiment Station

Riverside, Cal.


